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Stock Number: 
Container Size:
Technical Date:

Physical Form Foam Profile
Color Specific Gravity
Odor Pounds per. Gallon
Solubility in Water pH of Concentrate
Reclaim Compatible V.O.C. % / Wt.
Cautions:

PROPERTIES

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

ADVANTAGES


	Product Name: SPLENDORE "WB"
	Product Sub Headline: WATER BASED - TIRE SHINE
	Product Description: Formulated specifically for "on-line" car wash use where "wet" tires are typical problem for water-based dressings.  Our product pushes past the wash water allowing the silicones to stick.  This unique product is also far less prone to clog applicator nozzles and holes due to it's low detergent level.     
	Directions: Online Applicator - Drip System: Inject 7-15 mL of Splendore WB per side into an applicator where drips onto a brush or is pushed into pads.  Adjust volume used until best result is achieved. Online Applictor - Injector Spray Bar:Using a 2.0 injector draw 15-30 mL of Splendore WB into the water line per vehicle and spray onto the tire brush. Manual Use:  Apply Splendore WB to a brush or sponge and wipe onto a clean and dry tire. *Do NOT dilute this product with water, it will separate shortly after requiring to shake or mix before use each time.
	Advantages: * Specifically designed for on-line car wash application.* Works on wet tires as it pushes past the water layer.* High gloss that lasts.* Low surfactant blend helps keep applicator holes open.* Thinner product spreads across the surface fast and more even.* Does not contain petroleum. 
	Cautions: Eye/Skin Irritant
	Foam Profile: Low to None
	Specific Gravity: 0.98-1.0
	Pounds per: 
	 Gallon: 8.1-8.3

	pH of Concentrate: 7 to 9
	V: 
	O: 
	C: 
	 %/Wt: <5



	Physical Form: Semi-Viscous
	Color: White
	Odor: Slight solvent
	Solubility in Water: Insoluble 
	Reclaim Compatible: N/A
	Stock Number: QW-TD13
	Container Size: 5-30-55 (GAL)
	Technical Date: 03/07/23


